WHY FIBREGENIX?
You want your horse to be the best he can be. But trying to help improve his digestion or his
coat or hooves or performance, can mean a considerable outlay bumping up your weekly or
monthly budget. You may have done some reading and become increasingly confused by the
endless terminology and the huge variety of feeds and supplements available. Well, there
are plenty of great reasons why a Fibregenix balancer can be the solution to your horse’s
nutrition problems as well as saving you dollars - here are our Top 5!

#1 Learn what works for your horse
We all know that every horse should be treated as an individual. A great start is to get a
proper diet review, so if you’re looking to overhaul his diet click HERE. From the info you
provide we’ll go over your horse’s individual requirements, his history, current issues and
suggestions on how best to fix them and more. We’ll tailor it not just for his needs but also
make sure it will suit yours too.

#2 Improve your horse’s digestive efficiency
Everything begins with gut health. Horses evolved to have simple fibre diets and we believe
in keeping things simple as nature intended. Feeding Fibregenix will help you do just that. By
improving how your horse digests his fibre/forage and enabling his nutrients to be digested
more efficiently, you can keep his diet more natural. This in turn reduces the risk of digestive
upsets such as ulcers, colic, compromised immune system and metabolic problems.

#3 Minimises financial Outlay
By consolidating your supplements into one functional product you’ll avoid oversupplementing, resulting in a more cost-effective diet long term. For around $2.60 or less,
you’ll get peace of mind knowing all your horse’s nutrient needs are being met. Feeding lots
of individual supplements makes far less financial sense. Most horses in light/moderate work
can do very well on a fibre plus balancer diet. This is ultimately healthier - and the healthier
your horse is, the less likely he’ll need to see the vet.

#4 Reduce feed wastage
The ingredients in your horse’s diet must be easily absorbed and fully utilised AND be
palatable, otherwise not only will your horse potentially turn his nose up at his feed bucket,
but your dollars could be lying on the ground in a very expensive pile of manure! Fibregenix
customers tell us how their horses eat every scrap. The nutrients are highly bioavailable and
the low feeding rate (100g/100kg of bodyweight) doesn’t over-burden the digestive system
leaving more room for that precious forage.

#5 Superior Function
Our formulations are free from whole cereals and molasses – which means the overall NSC of
the balancers falls below 12% – perfect for grain intolerant or metabolic horses. The nutrient
specification of each balancer means they suit a wide variety of horses when additional
calories aren’t needed. Fibregenix helps improve condition and topline, hooves, coat and
skin, respiratory, stamina, recovery from illness/injury, immunity, temperament and more.
Are you ready to try Fibregenix? Trot over to our Products page for product information or
visit our FAQ page for the finer details on how Fibregenix works.

